This paper is on the connecting homomorphism in the long exact homotopy sequence of the evaluation fibration evp 0 :
Introduction
The topological properties of gauge groups play an important role in the analysis of the configuration space in quantum field theory. There one analyses the moduli space Conn(P)/Gau(P) of connections on a K-principal bundle P modulo Gau(P) the group of gauge transformations, shortly called gauge group (cf. [Sin78] ). Since Conn(P) is an affine space, the exact homotopy sequence gives detailed information on the homotopy groups of the configuration space in terms of the homotopy groups of the gauge group. On the other hand, π 1 (Gau(P)) and π 2 (Gau(P)) carry crucial information on central extensions of Gau(P) (cf. [Nee02] ), which are important for an understanding of the relation between the projective and unitary representations of Gau(P).
Furthermore, if P is a bundle over Ë 1 , then Gau(P) is isomorphic to a twisted loop goup, and thus gauge groups are closely related to Kac-Moody groups (cf. [Mic87] ).
We now describe our results in some detail. In the first section, we recall some basic facts from elementary topology and from the classification of K-principal bundles over spheres and surfaces. The latter are the types of bundles this text deals with since they have explicit descriptions in terms of π m (K). In the case of a K-principal bundle P = (K, η : P → Ë m ) over Ë m , this leads to an explicit description of the gauge group Gau(P) as a subgroup of C( m , K) and of Gau * (P) as C * (Ë m , K), where Gau * (P) denotes the group of gauge transformations fixing η −1 (x 0 ) pointwise. This description of Gau(P) leads directly to the main result of this paper.
Theorem. If P = (K, η : P → Ë m ) is a continuous K-principal bundle over Ë m , K is locally contractible and b ∈ π m−1 (K) is characteristic for P, then the connecting homomorphism
is given by δ n (a) = − a, b , where ·, · denotes the Samelson product.
As an application of this theorem we obtain a new proof of [Kon91] providing an explicit formula for π 2 (Gau(P k )), where P k denotes the K-principal bundle over Ë 4 of Chern number k. Furthermore, we show that the connecting homomorphism of the evaluation fibration for bundles over closed compact orientable surfaces is also given in terms of the Samelson product, since the situation there reduces to the situation of bundles over Ë 2 .
I General Remarks and Notation
Remark I.1. Throughout this paper, we denote by n := {x ∈ Ê n : x ∞ ≤ 1} the closed unit ball of radius 1, where · ∞ = max{|x 1 |, . . . , |x n |} denotes the infinity-norm. Furthermore we set I = [−1, 1] = 1 and thus have n = n−1 × I. By Ë n , we denote the n-sphere and identify it interchangeably with {x ∈ Ê n+1 : x = 1} (where · denots the euclidean norm), with {x ∈ Ê n+1 : x ∞ = 1} or with n /∂ n , depending on what is convenient in the considered situation. When dealing with pointed spaces, we take (1, 0, . . . , 0) as the base-point in n , {x ∈ Ê n+1 : x = 1} or {x ∈ Ê n+1 : x ∞ = 1} and ∂ n as base-point in n /∂ n . If ∼ is an equivalence relation on the topological space X and X/ ∼ is the quotient X by this relation, then the continuous functions on X/ ∼ are in on-to-one correspondence with the continuous functions on X which are constant on the equivalence classes of ∼ [Bou89, §I.3.4].
If f : X × Y → Z is a function, then we denote for each x ∈ X by f x the function f x : Y → Z, y → f (x, y), and for each y ∈ Y by f y the function f y : X → Z, y → f (x, y). • If x ∈ X, then the exaluation map ev x : C(X, Y ) → Y is continuous.
• If Z is a topological space and f : X → Z is continuous, then the pull-back
• We have a continuous map 
A characteristic map for a fixed bundle P = (K, η : P → Ë m ) can be obtained as follows. Take Ë n := {x ∈ Ê n : x = 1} and Ë n−1 = {x ∈ Ê n−1 : x = 1} = Ë n ∩ {x ∈ Ê n : x n = 0} and let Remark I.4. Let K be a connected topological group and Σ be a closed compact orientable surface. For the set of equivalence classes Bun(K, Σ) of continuous K-principal bundles over Σ we have
where BK is the classifying space of K. 
is free, and the last isomorphism follows from H 2 (Σ) ∼ = .
Remark I.5. We recall the construction of the connecting homomorphism for a fibration p : Y → B with fibre F = p −1 ({x 0 }). This fibration yields a long exact homotopy sequence
and the construction of the connecting homomorphism δ n is as follows (cf. [Bre93, Theorem VII.
II The Connecting Homomorphism
Remark II.2. The gauge group of P is isomorphic to the space of continuous K-equivariant mappings
, and we endow C(P, K) K with the subspace topology induced from the compact-open topology on C(P, K). This turns C(P, K) K and thus Gau(P) into topological groups. 
m and γ(x) · k = γ(y) · k ′ and endow it with the quotient topology. Then K acts continuously on P/γ by (
is an isomorphism between the K-spaces P and P/γ, whence a bundle isomorphism. 
and thus G * (P) := {f ∈ G(P) :
Proof. Let γ be determined by σ : m → P with γ(x 0 ) = e as in the preceding remark.
We claim that σ * is an isomorphism and that an inverse map can be constructed with σ N and σ S in terms of pull-backs and multiplication in spaces of continuous mappings. In fact, for f ∈ G(P) we set f N := f | VN and f S :
determines an element of C(P, K) K and the assignment f → f ′ defines a continuous inverse of σ * .
Remark II.5. Note that the preceding lemma implies that if P = (K, η : P → Ë 1 ) is a Kprincipal bundle over the circle given by [k] ∈ π 0 (K), then the gauge group is isomorphic to the twisted loop group
In fact, since a characteristic map for a bundle over Ë 1 is represented by an element k ∈ K we have G(P) = {f ∈ C(I, K) :
where n ∈ such that x − n ∈ [0, 1].
is a continuous K-principal bundle and K is locally contractible, then the evaluation map is a fibration with kernel
) is open and thus contains the identity component K 0 .
Proof. Since K is locally contractible, there exist open unit neighbourhoods V ⊆ U and a continuous map F : [0, 1] × V → U such that F (0, k) = e, F (1, k) = k for all k ∈ V and F (t, e) = e for all t ∈ [0, 1]. For k ∈ V we set τ k := F (·, k), which is a continuous path and satisfies τ k (0) = e and τ k (1) = k. Furthermore, the map V ∋ k → τ k ∈ C(I, K) is continuous as an easy calculation in the topology of compact convergence shows. Now V ∋ k → f τ k ∈ G(P) defines a continuous section of the evaluation map and since ev x0 is surjective this shows that (G * (P), ev x0 : G(P) → K) is a continuous G * (P)-principal bundle and thus a fibration (cf. [Bre93, Corollary VII.6.12]). Since the bundle projection of a locally trivial bundle is open it follows in particular that ev x0 is open and thus that its image is open.
is a continuous K-principal bundle over Ë m and K is locally contractible, then the evaluation map ev x0 induces a long exact homotopy sequence
) this a direct consequence of the long exact homotopy sequence (cf. [Bre93, Theorem VII.6.7]) for ev x0 : G(P) ∼ = C(P, K) K ∼ = Gau(P) → K P and the preceding lemma.
Definition II.9 (Samelson Product). If K is a topological group, a ∈ π n (K) is represented by α ∈ C * (Ë n , K) and b ∈ π m (K) is represented by β ∈ C * (Ë m , K), then the commutator map
Hence it may be viewed as an element of C * (Ë n ∧ Ë m , K) and thus determines an element a, b : Proof. Let b be represented by γ ∈ C * (∂ m , K) with γ| D m ≡ e, a ∈ π n (K) be represented by α ∈ C( n , K) with α| ∂ n ≡ e. Due to the construction of the connecting homomorphism (cf. Remark I.5), we have to construct a lift A :
2 )) and note that α(x, s, 1) = α(x, s) and α(x, s, −1) = α(x, −1) = e. If m = 1, then [γ] = [k] ∈ π 0 (K) for some k ∈ K, and we set A :
If m ≥ 2 the construction of A is as follows. First we set 
2 since then γ(y) = e and this map is homotopic to the map which is constantly α(x, s). We take the standard homotopy between t → α(x, s, −t) · α(x, s, t) and the constant map α(x, s), namely
Here τ + and τ − are defined for arbitrary paths τ ∈ C(I, K) and Γ(τ ) is defined for paths satisfying τ (t) = τ (−t).
Clearly, (x, s, r, t) → Ω x,s (r, t) is continuous and thus
defines a continuous map such that A x,s is an element of G(P) (note that Ω x,s satisfies Ω x,s | I×{−1,1} ≡ α(x, s)). Furthermore (x, s) → A x,s is a lift of α since it is continuous by the exponential law and satisfies A x,s (1, 0, . . . , 0) = α(x, s). We now restrict the lift to ∂ m = ∂ m−1 × I ∪ m × {−1, 1}. For x ∈ ∂ m−1 or s = −1 we see that Ω x,s ≡ e since then α(x, s, t) = e and thus that in this case A x,s ≡ e. Identifying Ë n−1 with {x ∈ ∂ n : x n = 1} modulo boundary it thus suffices to evaluate the lift for s = 1. Note that we have α(x, 1, t) = α(x, t). If m = 1 we take a homotopy F :
If m ≥ 2, we define Ω x : I 3 → K, with Ω x (1, r, t) = Ω x (r, 1, t) = Ω x,1 (r, t), constant on straight lines joining (1, r, t) with (r, 1, t) and Ω x (r ′ , r, t) = e if r ′ + r ≤ 0. Then Ω x (1, 1, t) = Ω x,1 (1, t) = α(x, −t)α(x, t), Ω x | {−1}×I×I ≡ e and Ω x depends continuously on x. Thus
defines a homotopy in G * (P) between A| s=1 = F 1 and α
III Applications 
where We view Ë 4 as the quotient of {q ∈ À : q ≤ 1} by its boundary. Then the homeomorphism from Ë 4 to the one-point compactification of À is given by
Composing ϕ| q <1 with the section
yields a map σ which we may continuously extend to q = 1 by setting σ(q) = (0, q) in this case. This results in a map σ satisfying η • σ = q, where q is the quotient map defining Ë 4 . We thus may take γ = id Ë 3 as the map representing the equivalence class of H. 4 of Chern number k ∈ , then π 2 (Gau(P k )) ∼ = gcd(k,12) . In particular, if P 1 = H is the generalised Hopf fibration, then π 2 (Gau(H)) vanishes.
Proof. Theorem II.10 provides an exact sequence
is given by a → − a, k with k ∈ ∼ = (cf. Theorem II.10 and Example III.1). Since π 3 (SU 2 ( )) ∼ = , π 6 (SU 2 ( )) ∼ = 12 and 1, 1 generates 12 , we may assume that δ k 2 : → 12 is the map ∋ z → −[kz] ∈ 12 due to the biadditivity of ·, · . Since π 2 (SU 2 ( )) is trivial we have that π 2 (i) is surjective and
Corollary III.3. If P k is a smooth SU 2 ( )-principal bundle over Ë 4 with Chern number k, then π 2 (Gau ∞ (P)) ∼ = gcd(12,k) , where Gau ∞ (P) denotes the group of smooth gauge transformations on P.
Proof. This is the preceding proposition and [Woc05, Theorem III.11] Remark III.4. We recall that a closed compact orientable surface Σ of genus g with ∂Σ = ∅ can be described as a CW-complex by starting with a bouquet and we denote by q Σ the corresponding quotient map q Σ : 2 → Σ.
Remark III.5. Let (K, η : P → Σ) be a continuous K-principal bundle over a closed, compact and orientable surface with, K be connected, and denote by q Σ : 2 → Σ the quotient map from Remark III.4. Then [Bre93, Corollary VII.6 .12] provides a map σ : Σ → P satisfying η • σ = q Σ and since P| η −1 (Bg ) is trivial, we have a continuous map γ : ∂ 2 → K satisfying σ(x) · γ(x) = σ(y) · γ(y) if x, y ∈ ∂ 2 and f (x) = f (y). We may also require w.l.o.g. that γ(x 0 ) = e and then [γ] may be viewed as a representative in Bun(K, Σ) ∼ = π 1 (K).
Denote by σ ′ : B g → P a continuous section. Then p ∼ p ′ wherever p = σ ′ (x) · k and p ′ = σ ′ (y) · k for some x, y ∈ B g and k ∈ K defines an equivalence relation on P . Then P/ ∼ is isomorphic to P/γ from Remark I.3 (by a similar construction) and we thus set P/γ := P/ ∼.
